Launch your career in Germany - become part of a worldwide network

Implement your project with a German Chancellor Fellowship for tomorrow's leaders.

The Alexander von Humboldt Foundation offers prospective leaders from Brazil, China, India, Russia and the USA the opportunity to conduct a project as guests of the partner of their choice in Germany. With the support of your host you can spend a year concentrating on a project you have chosen yourself and give your career that crucial boost. German Chancellor Fellowships are open to an array of sectors such as politics, economics, media, administration and culture.

During a four-week preparatory phase in Bonn and Berlin, you will be able to make contact with the other fellows. You will meet them again at various events in the course of the fellowship: Together, you will be invited to attend a reception at the German Chancellery, travel around Germany and visit important public institutions and companies. An intensive German course will help smooth your path into everyday life in Germany. The Chancellor of the Federal Republic of Germany is the patron of this fellowship programme.

Submit your application by 15 September. The fellowship begins on 1 October of the following year.

Lori Herber was one of the Humboldt Foundations German Chancellor Fellows in 2011/12 and worked at the Ruhr Regional Association in Essen. Read more about her experience [here](#).

For additional information download the summary [here](#) and visit: [www.humboldt-foundation.de/youngleaders](http://www.humboldt-foundation.de/youngleaders).
Our website (https://www.daad.org/daadsf) provides you with more up-to-date news. If you have any questions, please contact our Editorial Team.
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